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It is a crystal clear fact that throughout the decades the intellectuals and writers have not been given the position they deserve. We must recognize that the current manSocket the monarchical and autocratic regimes and the writers were not given their rights and presents but no one seriously try to display the green light of the kings and the rulers and to pay for the contributors. They would neither receive a share of those works and writers, not to pay them what they deserved as a result of their work on truth and justice. It can be observed in our society that the values of the communication of the thoughts and opinions of the external world only see the material benefits they can gain from them. And they seem to be very hasty to order such a benefit. In such a society it is hard for them to develop any sort of interest for poetic thoughts and philosophical discussions. If they have the authorities, they will definitely decline thinking and curiosity to learn crimes - crimes that are not only their punishment and death. It has happened in a society, where, philosophically and literature have become a sort of fashion but they do not have enough capacity to fulfill the requirements of the society. It is claimed that they have even neglected the other people, not to go concerned to the peace; however, they themselves have been corrupted and punished and given a poison to drink; therefore, they try to remain silent.

In the modern technological and scientific world, people do not find any achievement of philosophy and literature, as they are not directly involved in inquisitions and discoveries. They also do not pay or interest to notify the neighboring, regional and beyond the region. A stable Afghanistan enables a Stable Region

As the history of Afghanistan in general and current conflicts in Afghanistan are multiple causes, however, the main cause of all the issues lie in the whole region and the other countries including the United States and the European countries. Different partners of Afghanistan have two options: a) to support Afghanistan to overcome the current conflicts to ensure a stable region; b) not to support Afghanistan and thus put the region at risk of conflict and instability. Afghanistan already has taken the initiative by starting the Kabul process and held the first Kabul Process Conference in the United Nations which was attended by the representatives of the United Nations and NATO will participate in this conference. One of the main objectives of this conference is to ensure that the conference attendees determine the main issues and ideas in the process at the meeting on the upcoming events and on ways to bring peace to the country. Therefore, the peace process is the advice of Afghanistan’s future, and this is determined to include more voices and ideas in the process. As the conflict of Afghanistan has multiple causes, it requires all the participants, especially the regional actors, to come to the conference with a clear purpose in mind and to make a real effort to reach an agreement.

The Kabul Process: A Regional context for Peace and Security Cooperation

Peace is a concept that is so essential to reach a durable peace in the country without involving different regional, cross-regional and international partners in the peace process. To this end, the Afghan government shall be determined to lead the peace process and engage the region considering the multiple dimensions of the country. The Afghan government needs more than other times an Afghan-led mechanism to end its conflicts through a negotiated political settlement involving different political and partners.

Necessary measures to reach a sustainable peace in Afghanistan

Considering the geopolitical position of Afghanistan, it is essential to reach a durable peace in the country without involving different regional, cross-regional and international partners in the peace process. To this end, the Afghan government shall be determined to lead the peace process and engage the region considering the multiple dimensions of the country. The Afghan government needs more than other times an Afghan-led mechanism to end its conflicts through a negotiated political settlement involving different political and partners.
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